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Work. 
Got What It Takes? by RizeUSA of DCD Media 

DIT/Wrangler/IT Technician (2015) 
Responsibilities include. 

- Collecting camera cards from a 4+ camera workflow, unloading and backing up. 
- Also collecting footage from 9 mini-Vlog cameras which were used regularly. 

- Logging, quality controlling video, and providing playback for Series Producer and Directors on 
request. 

- Also sorting IT odd-jobs on location (networking issues etc) 
Blue Sushi by Bertie Gilbert and Sammy Paul 

DIT/Wrangler (2015) 
Responsibilities include. 

- Collecting camera cards from a single camera work flow, and unloading and backing up. 
- Logging and organising all footage into a standardised folder structure. 

- Quality Controlling both video and audio, and providing playback for Director and DOP on request. 
- Creating frame lines for DOP. 

Love Somehow by BAFTA winner Kate Cheeseman 
DIT (2015) 

Responsibilities include. 
- Collecting camera SSD’s from a RAW workflow, before backing them up on to 3 hard drives. 

- Logging and organising all footage into a standardised folder structure. 
- Quality Controlling both video and audio, and providing playback for Director and DOP on request. 

In Circles by Elephant Features Limited 
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VFX Artist (2014-15) 
Responsibilities include. 

-  Adding VFX to several sequences, including some matte painting and roto-work.  
- Remotely fed sequences to add VFX to. 
Unhallowed Ground  by Aviary Films 

DIT/ Asst. Editor/ Asst. VFX (2014) 
Responsibilities include. 

- Collecting camera cards from the clapper loader, before backing them up onto 2 hard drives, transcoding 
and applying a pregrade to them using DaVinci Resolve, before importing them into Avid Media Composer 

- Syncing audio using Avid Media Composer so the editor could prepare dailies and cut assemblies.  
- Making detailed notes on the cards, keeping them organized etc 

- Making detailed notes on focus of camera 
- Labelling and organizing files & bins within Avid 

- Ensuring the workflow from camera to card to computer to edit was smooth as possible 
- Doing VFX tests to show to the director and producer on effects such as muzzle flashes, blood hits, ground 

hits. 
- Remotely fed sequences to add VFX to. 
EY filming and editing department 

Intern (6 weeks total) 
Responsibilities include. 

Filming and editing professional standard interview sequences and montages, as well as taking and editing 
professional corporate headshots.  

Mind in Camden (Voice Collective) 
Volunteer (2011 - Present) 

Responsibilities include. 
 Designing and presenting training and informative presentations and workshops, facilitating peer-support 

groups for young people, some commission-based paid work for the NHS (SLaM).  
University of Greenwich (Mentoring Scheme) 

Lead Mentor (2013-2015) 
Responsibilities include. 

- 1 to 1 mentoring for 1st year Film and TV students in technical and pastoral areas 
- Assisting with Open days and scholarship interviews 

Education. 
Digital Film Production BSc. 

(University of Greenwich 2012 - 2015) 
Graduated with a 2:1 and award for best Data Managment. 

ROLES IN FINAL YEAR FILMS. 
- Director and Writer of Theta 

- DIT on Waiting for Leonard Green, Metal, Evelyn,  What Would Winston Do?  
- DIT, Editor and Colourist on The Art of Letters 
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References. 
Director Love Somehow          EY Supervisor        Producer In Circles 
Kate Cheeseman              Matt Elliott  
Jonnie Hurn 
2 The Courtyard          1  More London  
office@elephantfeatures.com 
Pirbright Road,                Riverside,                     07802 484 
209 
London London 
SW18 5NB SE1 2AF 
07973227764    melliott@uk.ey.com 
 
 
 
 

IMDB LINK: http://www.imdb.com/name/nm6947374/  
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